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Figure 1: Coverage map of eight facilities (left) and twenty facilities (right)

Abstract

The coverage map of a set of facilities represents, for
each point within a domain, whether at least one
facility covers it (see Figure 1). That is, we know
if at least one facility is at most at a given distance
(the facility coverage radius) through the free space of
each point of the domain. In this work, we propose
a parallel method that runs on the GPU to compute
coverage maps over domains given by binary images.
The input is a binary image, where each pixel is marked
depending on whether it is free space or not, the set
of facilities, and their coverage radius. The output
is an image where each pixel is marked as covered or
uncovered by the set of facilities.

We use a two-step iterative process that combines
a quasi-Euclidean distance [1] propagation along free
space and an exact Euclidean distance computation
(without propagation). We iteratively repeat these
steps until no updates occur. During the process, we
obtain the distance of each pixel to its nearest site and
the pixel-id of the last corner (of the current shortest
path) by using two CUDA-kernels executed on 2d-grids
and 2d-blocks and considering a thread per pixel.

The quasi-Euclidean distance propagation along free
space uses a GPU parallel Bellman-Ford algorithm.
The used graph (computed on the fly from the binary
image) has as vertices the free pixels, and connects a
free pixel with its, at most 8, neighboring free pixels.
At the beginning of the process, pixels containing sites
store a 0 as distance and its pixel-id as last-corner-id.
The rest store ∞ as distance and -1 as last-corner-
id (uncovered pixel). Throughout the process, in a
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similar way to the Euclidean distance transformation
algorithms [2], each pixel propagates towards itself the
paths that reach its free neighbors. If the length of
any of these paths is less than the current distance,
this distance and the last corner-id are updated ac-
cordingly.
An inner-block propagation followed by an inter-

block propagation expands the current paths through
free space according to the quasi-Euclidean distance.
A boolean variable and two synchronizing points (per
block) stop the inner-block propagation when no up-
dates occur within the block. The inter-block propa-
gation uses a global boolean to keep calling the kernel
while updates occur.

The second step computes the exact Euclidean
length of the obtained paths. The covered-pixel
threads retrieve the path reaching the pixel while deter-
mining its Euclidean length. They add the Euclidean
distance from the pixel to its last-corner-id to the dis-
tance of this last corner to the previous one, and so on,
until reaching the original site. This two-step iteration
leads to exact free-space coverage maps.
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